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Use of pulsed PECVD for low temperature deposition of TiSiO optical thin films
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Titanium silicon oxide films (TiSiO) are attractive for a large range of applications

including high-k materials, optical coatings and waveguides as far as they benefit from

the homogeneity and insulating properties of silicon oxide and high values or

refractive index and permittivity of titanium oxide [1]. PECVD is a low temperature

deposition method which allows the accurate tuning of film properties. TiSiO films with

tunable fraction of Si can easily be obtained in O2/TTIP/HMDSO (oxygen / titanium

tetraisoproxide / hexamethyldisiloxane) plasmas, with a range of optical index from

1.46 (pure SiO2) to 2.2 (pure TiO2).

Here we investigate the deposition of TiSiO films in the diffusion plasma of an rf ICP

source (3mTorr, 400 W) [2] which can be operated in continuous (CW) or pulse mode.

It was previously shown that the substrate temperature could reach 130°C for the

TiSiO films deposited at the floating potential in the CW mode. In order to decrease

the deposition temperature, and obtain a process compatible with sensitive substrates

like polymers, pulse plasmas were investigated [3]. The frequency and the duty cycle

were varied in the 0.25-1 kHz and 10-100% range, respectively. The optical properties

and the thickness of the films were investigated by in and ex situ UV-Visible phase

modulated ellipsometry. The surface temperature was evaluated by irreversible

temperature labels stuck under the substrate. The first huge benefit of the pulsed

plasma is the decrease of the deposition temperature from 130°C to 40°C for a duty

cycle of 10%. Then, in the case of the TiSiO films deposited for a plasma-on time of

0.25ms, the film refractive index is shown to increase with the plasma off time. In

order to explain this variation, the film structure and composition are investigated by

SEM, FTIR and XPS.
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